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Details of Visit:

Author: cambscol
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 12 Nov 2011 1400
Duration of Visit: 60
Amount Paid: 110
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07926929969

The Premises:

A private terraced house perfectly adequate for the purpose and you can see the Northampton
Saints rugby ground.I've seen this lady before a couple of years ago and the service I received was
every bit as good as before.

The Lady:

Gia is early thirties 5'8" a sexy brunette with a full 42" bust. When the door opened I was delighted
to see Gia was wearing the red lacy uniform on her web site, wow.

The Story:

I was asked would I prefere to sit in the lounge or go straight upstairs to take a shower (there was a
fruit machine in the lounge ) but I decided to go straight upstairs for a shower and a much better
jackpot. Gia didn't need to ask my requirements as we had discussed them by phone.We went into
a passionate snog as my hands reached for those magnificent breastand responsive nipples. (
always flick the nipples with your tongue because it gets a better response).I then moved my
hansds to the more intimate parts as Gia's breathing changed and her body began to girate.to the
bed and let the fun begin. It was not long before we were in 69 and giving each other immense
pleasure I managed to bring Gia to a shuddering orgasm (real). After a short break to recover I
received the most ggorgeous sloppy OWO and went back to her responsive pussy and you will
know when you hit the spot as Gia has loud orgasms.GFE was enjoyed whenever our faces met,.
Time for the finale as the condom was applied by her mouth. How would you like me she asked, I
replied evey way. We started with doggy then changed to cowgirl where I could see Gia's gorgeous
face and boucing boobs. Finaly to mish and we gave each other a good banging as Gia refered to it
later.If every working girl was to give this no rush fully satisfying service the world would be a better
place.
If I lived closer to this lady I would visit her more often, what a lovely thought. xxx
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